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PREFACE

The history of design foundation studies goes back a long way to the beginnings of art education in the
19th century. Under the Beaux Arts, the education of artists and designers began with long hours of
tedious studies in a studio, drawing the human figure, still life, and models of the classical orders. The
revolutionary Bauhaus undermined this original model, substituting it for a more experimental approach
that blended the art of observation with the art of interpretation and improvisation. Furthermore, the
art of making things supplemented the art of perceiving and representing, and was directed toward
the ‘useful’ object instead of being exclusive to ‘symbolic’ or ‘ornamental’ objects. The world at that
time was undergoing fundamental changes in all fields, and artists saw themselves as the heralds of
a new way of perceiving and recreating the world. Yet, as transpires from this quotation by the great
master, Johannes Itten, even such radical experiments were sometimes simple reinterpretations of
earlier problems, themes and subjects.

“Teaching with enthusiasm is the opposite of a preconceived, merely methodical
approach. My best students were those who have, inspired by their own intuition, chosen
other, new paths. Superficial imitation and repetition of my example lacks this spark of
inspiration. I am, however, fully aware that my own discoveries were not always truly
original; some were mere revivals of what had provided artists of a bygone age with an
important basis for their work.”
Johannes Itten

This observation also indicates a continuous process of negotiation between the necessity of normative,
methodological analysis, on the one hand; and the inner drive for creative transformations, on the other.
This dialectic remains one of the essential generators of artistic and design practice, and one of the
fundamental drives behind our own Foundation Program at LAU. Despite the incessant pressures for
universal standardization, the Foundation Program provides an outlet for this dialectical process which
cuts across different fields, in order to avoid the pitfalls of uniformity. Yet, as much as it would be
important to stress the necessity of nurturing individual expression, it is equally important to avoid the
extremes of a free-for-all in which the absence of any process of critical investigation leads to fortuitous
works that lack substance and depth.
It is this difficult task that the Foundation Program has assumed from its beginnings and continues
to assume within a School dedicated to uphold the ideals of a genuine liberal education. The various
examples in this catalog are a testimony to this continuous struggle, and a witness to this dialogue of
cultures which we hope will continue and blossom in an atmosphere of conviviality and collegiality.

Dr. Elie Haddad
Dean
School of Architecture & Design
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FALL 2014

DESIGN STUDIO IA
This studio emphasizes on visual perception through an initiation into
the different modes of two-dimensional representation and the formal
analysis of the basic elements of visual language, such as: point, line,
shape and figure / ground structure, color and the effects of light on forms.

DESIA
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DESIGN STUDIO IA
Fall 2014

Rached Bohsali
After experimenting with paint and color in two minor exercises with the “COLOR WHEEL”
and ”THE DIFFERENT SHADES AND TONES OF A HUE”, students worked on two kinds
of movements that were involved in one exercise called the “PERSONAL IDENTITY”. The
students focused on the horizontal spontaneous free brush stroke combined with an
“orthogonally” preconceived slow movement of the fingerprint—a contrast of movements,
color and composition. Enlarging both to 100x70cm with the designer’s medium (gouache)
produced a very dynamic signature and a stylized abstract “self-portrait” where scale was
also a major factor in design.
This was followed by “EXPERIMENTS IN VISUAL KINETICS”, an exercise with several phases:
Phase 1: The COLLAGE was done by reversing strips of a sliced strip of quality prints from
magazines, weaving them or simply inverting squares until the students obtained an
interesting composition.
Phase 2: The DIGITAL PROCESS. Scanning the collage and processing the composition with
Photoshop enhanced the color/ contrast/ lightness and also achieved a creative diversified
effect prior to the next phase.
Phase 3: The TRACED FRAMED OUTLINE, which was expressed in different media;
Phase 4: GOUACHE,
Phase 5: PENCIL,
Phase 6: INK.
Phase 7: The FIGURATIVE COMPOSITION. Finally, the semester ended with the creation of a
figurative composition with a storyboard that was depicted from the different lines.
Throughout the semester, the students were introduced to design strategies with basic
elements and principles of design (“elements” as in line/ shape/ value/ color/ movement/
size/ pattern, and “principles” like unity/ harmony/ contrast/ rhythm/ repetition/
gradation/ balance/ dominance).

mona ismail

Figurative Composition Derived From The Outline
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DESIA F14

Rached Bohsali
experiments in visual kinetics
yasmine hassouna

1 . Ink
2 . Pencil
3 . Gouache
4 . Figurative Composition Derived From The Outline
4

1

3

2
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DESIA F14

Rached Bohsali
experiments in visual kinetics - Gouache
1 . raneem fares
1

2 . dana mokahal
3 . lea maria nahas
4 . faysal baksmawi

2

3

4
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DESIA F14

Rached Bohsali
experiments in visual kinetics
rachelle agha

1 . Ink
2 . Figurative composition Derived From The Outline
faisal baksmawi
4

3 . Pencil
raneem Fares

4 . Pencil

1

3

2
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DESIA F14

Rached Bohsali
experiments in visual kinetics
majd daher

1 . Ink

1

sarah ibrahim

2 . Ink
lea maria nahas

3 . FIGURATIVE COMPOSITION Derived From The Outline
4 . Ink

2

3

4
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DESIA F14

Rached Bohsali
personal identity
1 . sarah Ibrahim
2 . dana mokahal
3 . raneem fares
4 . tala charefeddine
1

4

1

2

3
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DESIGN STUDIO IA
Fall 2014

christine kettaneh
“To be a surrealist means barring from your mind all remembrance of what you have seen,
and being always on the lookout for what has never been.”
										
René Magritte

Anna belle Chebat

Maxidrus inspired by Paul Klee - Acrylic
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DESIA F14

Christine kettaneh
Aya Dummar

1 . Tricha - Pencil
Maria Makhlouf

2 . Melandeli inspired by René Magritte - Watercolor
Dalia Hilal

3 . RJ - Pen & Ink

2

1

3
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DESIA F14

Christine kettaneh
Marwa Sobh

1 . Ramgem - Collage
Nour Houeis

2 . Allure inspired by Francis Picabia - Gouache
Dalia Hilal

3 . RJ inspired by Salvador Dalí- Watercolor Pencils
Aya Dummar

4 . Tricha inspired by René Magritte - Watercolor Pencils

1

3

2

4
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DESIA F14

Christine kettaneh
DYALA EL SKAF

1 . SCHMALTZY - Pen & Ink
NOUR SEIF

2 . STRONGLE - Pen & Ink
SARAH-JOE WAKIM

3 . FLORENEN - Pencil

2

1

3
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DESIGN STUDIO IA
Fall 2014

ARWA SEIFEDDINE
After an introduction to color, students developed an abstract composition with a
color scheme for a marine water world; then, rotational effects were expressed with
shapes and rendered with tinted greys, issued from complementary mixtures. Finally,
studies from nature led the students to scrutinize real elements, imagine, interpret, and
illustrate their visions for context and functions transformations.

SARA SAIFI

context & function transformations
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DESIA F14

ARWA SEIFEDDINE
CHROMATIC COMPOSITION - Marine Water World
1 . MOHAMMAD AWADA
2 . RANA BADRAN
3 . JALAL MOGHRABI
4 . ALI CHAMOUN
4

1

3

2
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DESIA F14

ARWA SEIFEDDINE
JALAL MOGHRABY

3

1 . documentary studies
SAMER AOUAD

2 . abstraction of a shell

1

MOHAMMAD GHANNOUM

documentary study
3 . Pencils
4 . Colored Pencils
5 . Ink Dotting
JALAL MOGHRABi

6 . context and function transformations

4

2

5

6
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DESIA F14

ARWA SEIFEDDINE
JALAL MOGHRABi

1 . abstraction of a shell

context and function transformations
2 . SAMER AOUAD
3 . NOUR MEHIO

1

2

3
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DESIGN STUDIO IA
Fall 2014

HANIBAL SROUJI
Design Studio IA is a visual literacy course conceived for students who come to design
programs with little visual knowledge. It is planned with a set of projects that aim to
enhance a visual understanding of the elements of composition in two dimensions.
Color, line, shape and space organization are the basics to producing more complex
designs. The process teaches students to express themselves properly with a sound
technical language related to the visual design fields.
The course is based on the notion of “learning through making”, whereby students learn
to conceive of a composition in two dimensions by experimenting with and applying
different techniques, and through hands-on design tools.

Ghina Merhi

Motif
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DESIA F14

HANIBAL SROUJI
Ghina Merhi

1 . 2 . Self Portrait
Mostafa Kirdly

3 . StoryBoard

1
3

2
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FALL 2014

DESIb
DESIGN STUDIO IB
This studio explores the basics of plastic modeling and initiates students to
critical thinking through exercises that address three-dimensional formal
analysis and evolve from soft materials to hard materials, with an emphasis
on learning wood craftsmanship.

42
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DESIGN STUDIO IB
Fall 2014

TRANSCRIPTION - Deployment and Adaptation of the Storyline
Ink and Graphite on Vellum Paper
Carlie El-Bared

HYPATHIA - Cities and Signs

SILIA ABOU ARBID
Invisible Cities – ITALO CALVINO
Form : Investigation of a Polymorphic Syntax
This introductory design studio on dimensional design focuses on the cognitive
phenomenal and perceptual discovery of the order of things, and is intended to sharpen
the critical and artistic insight inherent to the creative process. Students are initiated
to a passive self-surveying creative method—a dynamic point and line to manifestation
exploration in visuality that relies on perceptual suspicion or mapping in a perceptual
field—to release endless instrumental 2D and 3D representational scores that can be
translated into rational visual narratives, or iterations, and to pave way for unforeseeable
structural vocabularies and their associated contextual detail. While learning how
to contemplate and translate ideas and meanings into form, the main and constant
concern is to explore the immediate or arbitrary as a mode of thinking and making.
The students’ discourse is based on an urban allegory—a story from the book Invisible
Cities by Italo Calvino.
They explore imagination, the imaginable and the imaged, and as such are requested to
search for the underlying and the untold to release imaginative potentialities unlimited
by truths, physics, or theories.
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DESIB F14

SILIA ABOU ARBID
TRANSCRIPTION - Deployment and Adaptation of the Storyline
Ink, Graphite and Photomontage on Vellum Paper
Gassia TELVIZIAN

PHYLLIS - Cities and Eyes
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DESIB F14

SILIA ABOU ARBID
TRANSCRIPTION - Deployment and Adaptation of the Storyline
Ink, Graphite and Photomontage on Vellum Paper
JULIA ARIDI

ZEMRUDE - Cities and Eyes
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DESIB F14

SILIA ABOU ARBID
RANDOMIZATION - Exposing The Storyline Dynamics
Handbuilt WaWa Wood Model
KATIA SBEITY

1 . DIOMERA - Cities and Memory
3

WALID ABDOU

2 . ZENOBIA - Thin Cities
GASSIA Telvizian

3 . PHILLIS - Cities and Eyes

1

2
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DESIB F14

SILIA ABOU ARBID
RANDOMIZATION - Exposing The Storyline Dynamics
Handbuilt WaWa Wood Model
1

Julia ARIDI

1 . ZEMRUDE - Cities and Eyes
Lana SULTAN

2 . EUPHEMIA - Trading Cities

2
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DESIGN STUDIO IB
Fall 2014

NILUFAR AFNAN
Studio Design IB is an introductory 3D course on the language of volume, from 2D
drawings to 3D structures. Through a basic approach to model making and 3D analysis,
the students discover the importance of craftsmanship and various making techniques.
Working with different media such as plastic cards and wood allows the students to
explore the properties of the materials, how to manipulate them and their effect on
light, form and concept.

Jury Presentation
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DESIB F14

NILUFAR AFNAN
4 . Straw Structures on LAU campus
Asma Hajjar

1 . Final Wood Structure
Sally Joudieh

2 . Straw Structures
Habiba Abbas

3 . Shadow Drawing
1

4

3

2
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DESIGN STUDIO IB
Fall 2014

CHAHID AKOURY
‘Design’ suggests both the drawing of lines on paper and the drawing forth of an idea from the mind into
physical reality. It implies a direct link between an idea and a thing. Starting with a structural analysis of an
audio track, students convey their analyses in a two-dimensional drawing using only straight lines that bleed
outside of the paper. They are required to refine their compositions before they move on to the next phase.
This studio considers forming as a departure from mere reconfiguration through altering, distorting,
morphing, folding, and unfolding. Consequently, the next phase in the process entails learning through
making—via a manipulation of points, interrelations, differentials, rhythms, and axes of stretching—and
applying the conceptual elements of points, lines and planes to a three–dimensional aggregate form. Paper
folding is utilized as a morphogenetic sequential process that transforms the planar-drawn two-dimensional
lines on the paper into three-dimensional physical structures. This process is at once an open and dynamic
development. Through the use of folding as a design generator, students tackle critical thresholds where
qualitative transformations occur, as well as consider emerging issues of material and function, algorithms
and problem solving, and finally organizational diagrams.
First, students explore transformations of a single paper surface, and later cardboard (plane) into a volume
while maintaining the continuity of the material itself. This is achieved through simple actions and intuitive
responses: folding, pressing, creasing, pleating, scoring, cutting, pulling up, rotating, twisting, revolving,
wrapping, piercing, hinging, knotting, weaving, compressing, and unfolding. Students learn to approach
matter as abstract machines, knowing nothing of forms and substances, and to consider the fold (in this
case) as a diagram that does not represent but rather constitutes a new type of formulation.
Second, students are taught problem solving and algorithmic operations where, by doing, initial intuitive
responses evolve into primary techniques of triangulation, stress forming, stratification of folds, folds within
folds, and pattern making. The manipulation of paper surface to produce volume constitutes a curriculum
of activity; a genetic algorithm of form governs the process since the generative transformations are
structured in sequences. This instills in the students the importance of design as a process, a succession of
transformations, both conceptually and formally.
Third, in the folding process, space emerges during the generation of a dynamic volume. The void between
the folds increases continuity despite its fragmentation. Topological properties are crucial to describing the
space emerging in the folds’ proximity; separation, spatial succession, enclosure and contiguity enable a
mastery of void formation and the recognition of space as a vital aspect of volumetric studies. Students
perceive and configure the space between the folds as actual space, and not as residual or secondary. At
this point, the studio introduces them to the natural manifested forms that are produced by shadows and
light. Students study and analyze cast shadows of their folds as yet another morphological form-generating
process. They revisit two-dimensionality by remaking the drawings associated with the folds whilst adding
the cast shadows, in a process that involves redescribing the surfaces, shapes and forms generated by the
photographic viewpoints, and applying the various lighting approaches explored. Students convey each
conceptual element in a separate layer—lines, planes, volumes, voids, and consequently space and form—
while keeping in mind the relational, directional, and spatial combinations. This phase explores yet another
aspect of form giving and composition, which is the interplay between negative and positive space.

Dimitri Khairallah

Solids
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DESIB F14

CHAHID AKOURY
Elie Abdallah

1 . From Lines To Volumes
3 . Morph
Michel Bachkhanji

2 . From Lines to Volumes Exercise
Dimitri Khairallah

4 . From Lines to Volumes

4

1

3

2
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DESIGN STUDIO IB
Fall 2014

Rached Bohsali
Four exercises are given throughout the semester:
Exercise 1: MASSES IN LAYERS AND CONTOURS. Choose a fruit, a vegetable or a soft object
with an interesting form and which can be sliced into thin layers. Trace each outline in order to
shape a contour. The end result should give the impression of a solid mass.
Exercise 2: ORIGAMI HELMET. Studies and research are made with a series of multiple origami
tessellation folds. Final result: A combination of a headgear/ helmet/ mask with origami.
Exercise 3: MOLYBDOMANCY—a divination derived from casting melted solder in cold water:
The resulting forms are to be stylized to geometric forms in drawings, placed in fictitious
settings and then executed in a wooden model with a stop motion reconstruction of the
different stages of construction.
Parallel exercise: SAND SKINS. With clean soft beach sand, Elmer’s glue and as molds;
balloons or other soft plastic bowls … create shapes with the paste mixed. A simple exercise
done in parallel to become acquainted with and understand negative forms.

dana mokahal

METAL CAST
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DESIB F14

Rached Bohsali
molybdomancy and metal cast
mona ismail

1 . stylized drawing of form
3 . setting of mass
rawan deeb

2 . final wooden model

1
3

2
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DESIB F14

Rached Bohsali
rawan deeb

1 . fruit seen in layers - Contours Of Mass Drawings
mohammad ghannoum

2 . fruit seen in layers - Model

2

sahar zeaiter

3 . origami headgear
reem attoui

4 . sand cast

1
4

3
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DESIGN STUDIO IB
Fall 2014

LEE FREDERIX
The design studio follows a series of well-defined phases of production, each one linked
to previous work and all phases synthesized in the final outcome. The student is expected
to develop a design methodology that will allow him/her to move from analysis toward
concept building, and finally to execution. The scope of the various projects covers a
wide variety of media and ranges from the macro toward the micro (and back again),
from singularity to plurality, from the intensely objective to the excessively subjective.
As a basis for the term’s work, each student will carry out a thorough formal analysis
of an assigned painting, creating a palimpsest of graphic abstractions derived from a
historically significant work of art.
Based on this formal analysis, students will construct a series of 3D linear modulations
that suggest spatial character derived from the source image. Through manipulations of
scale and proportion, they also experiment with creating volumetric studies from linear
elements. In the next step, they deconstruct the illusionistic space of the source image
into abstract slices of space (a series of translucent planar images), which can then be
reconfigured into a more malleable sense of depth.
In the final step, students read perceived volumes into the contrasts of an abstract
composition, which they then extrude from the surfaces of a cube into a low relief
composition through a process of layering. An alternate cube is created in parallel when
the students extract forms and volumes through carving the surfaces.

Jennie Daoud

Linear Modulations - Space
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DESIB F14

LEE FREDERIX
Linear Modulations - Space

3

1 . 2 . Charbel Ammar
3 . Mohamad Haydar
4 . Farah el Masri

4
1

2
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LEE FREDERIX
Linear Modulations - Volume
1 . Cynthia Srour
2 . Tala Charafeddine
3 . Clemence Terres
4 . Farah el Masri

4
1

2

3
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LEE FREDERIX
Linear Modulations - Volume
1 . Sabine Dina
2 . Mohamad Haydar
3 . Sascha Bou Jaber
4 . Gwenn AbilLama

1

4

2

3
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DESIB F14

LEE FREDERIX
Joya Eid

1 . Linear Modulations - Volume
Lydia Safieddine

1

2 . Extracted Contrast
Gwenn AbilLama

3 . Extracted Contrast

3

2
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DESIB F14

LEE FREDERIX
Extracted Contrast
1 . Clemence Terres
2 . Michelle el Azzi
3 . Mohamad Haydar
4 . Marwa Sobh

1

4

2

3
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LEE FREDERIX
Slices of Space
1 . Yara Zakka
1

2 . Joya Eid
3 . Diala Mahmoud

2

3
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DESIGN STUDIO IB
Fall 2014

SUZAN Molesky
The term was organized around two projects which viewed form as an object realized by a
material process; then the opposite, as space formed by objects and rules.”
With “Draw a Sphere”, students cut a circle in a planar surface, then use this to ‘form’ a sphere
by passing hardening plaster through the circle; cutting, shaving and shaping it into as near
a perfect sphere as they can. Forming a three-dimensional sphere from a two-dimensional
circle is a magical process. Drawing the light and shadow of the sphere is a studied discipline
of careful observation to see the light in shadow, and the shadow in light. A device is then
made to display the sphere. Two approaches are possible: to aesthetically display the sphere,
as in a nest, or to design a device which extends their understanding of how the sphere was
made, usually with geometric constructions. A series of orthographic drawings completes the
project.
“Shifting Spaces” originated at Cooper Union as the Cartesian House. This is a spatial
composition exercise. Students make a well-defined ‘kit of parts’. A series of operational
rules to work out a spatial arrangement in three progressive levels are given. The spaces build
upon themselves, interacting with spaces on each level and with the levels above and below.
The rules for each level are given separately so the student learns to adapt his/her work to the
previous level. At times, students are asked to speculate on their construction as a model, or
in other words, to imagine themselves actually moving through the spaces. As a final move,
they are asked to make a stand for the work, which extends the compositional space/form
construction back into a 1:1 scale. Spatial sequence and spatial qualities emphasizing light and
shadow to suggest a presence or inhabitation are studied through photography. Orthographic
drawings complete the project. A reading of “The Philosophy of Composition” by Edgar Allan
Poe accompanies the work.

Raneem Fares

Draw a Sphere
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DESIB F14

SUZAN Molesky
Draw a Sphere
1 . Raneem Fares
2 . 3 . Manal Ajami

1

4 . Marie Christine Dimitri
5 . Christian Sabbak

5

2

4

3
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DESIB F14

SUZAN Molesky
Shifting Spaces
1 . Marie Christine Dimitri
2 . Nadine Diab
3 . Manal Ajami

1

4 . Ayah Hout

4

2

3
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DESIGN STUDIO IB
Fall 2014

ARWA SEIFEDDINE
This studio explores issues of three-dimensional design. Natural and artificial forms are
studied through exercises involving visual and structural analyses, interpretation, and
configuration. A variety of concepts, materials, and techniques are explored stressing
different forms of making.

TAMARA BLANCHE

Relief composition
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DESIB F14

ARWA SEIFEDDINE
Relief composition
1 . ASSAD ZEIN
2 . SARA DABAGE
3 . REEM ITANI

Shape and shadow
4 . CARINE SAFAH
5 . LARA AYOUB
6 . YASMINE HASSOUNA
6
1
4

3

2

5
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DESIB F14

ARWA SEIFEDDINE
CARINE SAFAH

3

1 . Shape and shadow - Form In Contexts
YASMINE HASSOUNA

3 . Intersection of implied volumes

1
3

Shape and shadow
2 . SARA DABAGE
4 . RACHELLE AGHA

4

2
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DESIB F14

ARWA SEIFEDDINE
Intersection of implied volumes
1 . MONA MONZER
2 . MOHAMMED BLAIK
3 . RANDA MOHAMAD

1

2

3
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SPRING 2015

DESII
DESIGN STUDIO II
In this master foundation studio, the techniques and methods acquired
in Design Studios IA and IB are taken to a higher level. The project, which
emphasizes process thinking and allows for an effective synthesis of two
and three dimensions, teaches students to develop mature work that
combines analytical thinking, interpretation, and experimentation in design.
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DESIGN STUDIO II
SPRING 2015

THE TRANCE DRAWING - Substance and Perception
ENGRAPHTS OF DEBRIS : Graphite render on A2 vellum paper
JALAL MOGHRABI

SILIA ABOU ARBID
The MECHANICAL ARTIFACT vs Its Origins As A Potential Machine :
REFLECTION ON | THE BEING OF WHAT IS |
REQUIRED READING AND ANALYSIS :
THE THING. POETRY LANGUAGE THOUGHT | MARTIN HEIDEGGER
Whilst an artifact is defined as “something created by humans usually for a practical reason,”*
it need not be seen strictly as a utilitarian article conceived to be suitable for accomplishing a
tangible, functional task. This very definition reveals a paradoxical state, in which seemingly
congruous terms appear together only to allow for contradictory readings, whereby an artifact
with an intangible or meaningless purpose can bring forth a new breed of poetic mechanics—
the senseless machine, an art object carrier of alternative narratives, aimed to perform useless
tasks; and whereby particular things, losing one meaning and taking on others, may well
acquire the perspective to touch the soul.
*The MERRIAM-WEBSTER Dictionary
To Depart From One State to Another
The studio’s primary emphasis is to create an awareness of the objective determinants that
affect forms and frameworks. Students need to be occupied solely with seeing: recording
data of form and range—hence, becoming responsive to or conscious of the scope of size, the
entropy of the component elements themselves, and the relational stance or composition of
entities. The aim is to dissect the whole and focus on itemization, particularization and detail.
The task is to reduce the mechanical instrument to a new syntactic form that emerges from a
notional enframement of the latter—that of encasing a condition of thingness … the thingness
of a thing, or the being of what is: a State of Qua.
The reconfiguration of the various component parts into new conjoining states should ensure
the shifting of the original criterion of use, now obsolete, to release new sense impressions.

FOLDING PLATE CAMERA, WWI. UNMARKED GERMANY 1914

98

DESII S15
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SILIA ABOU ARBID
FOLDING PLATE CAMERA, WWI. UNMARKED GERMANY 1914
JALAL MOGHRABI

1

1 . PRECISION DRAFTING - From Light to Euclidean Geometry
The CONSTRUCT or The graphic trace of light : Translating the light diagrams of a photograph to accurate recordings in Euclidean geometry.
A Photograph Obliterates the Vastness of Earth
Graphite on A1 vellum paper
2 . THE ECSTATIC APPARATUS - Syntactical Processing and Revelation
Encasing a State of Qua : Noneness. In war, the space of time remits ... around itself the world becomes orbital, looping and locking up.

3

2

3 . OBSERVATIONAL DRAWINGS - The Mechanics of Eye and Brain
The World Becomes Orbital, Looping and Locking Up
Graphite render on A2 vellum paper
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DESII S15

SILIA ABOU ARBID
THE TRANCE DRAWING - Substance and Perception
ANIS EZZEDINE

1 . SANYO PORTABLE RADIO TV, JAPAN 1975 - The Space of Time Died
Black felt-tip render on full A2 vellum paper
TALA CHARAFEDDINE

1

2 . THE CARL ZEISS MICROSCOPE, GERMANY 1933 - A Portal of Scrutiny, Sensible to Retinal Tactility Only
Black felt-tip render on full A2 vellum paper

2
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DESII S15

SILIA ABOU ARBID
THE PENDULUM CLOCK, SWITZERLAND 1940
What Disappears is Temporal
Graphite on A1 vellum paper
SARAH-JOE WAKIM

1 . THE TRANCE DRAWING
Substance and Perception
THE PENDULUM CLOCK
Time Is Duration For As Long As Things Remain
Black felt-tip render on A2 vellum paper
2 . PRECISION DRAFTING
From Light to Euclidean Geometry
THE CONSTRUCT or The graphic trace of light :
Translating the light diagrams of a photograph to
accurate recordings in Euclidean geometry.

1

2
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DESII S15

SILIA ABOU ARBID
THE AUTOMATIC LAND POLAROID CAMERA 355, 1969
NATHALIE SAADE

1 . OBSERVATIONAL DRAWINGS - The Mechanics of Eye and Brain
Looking Backwards at Time
Graphite and colored pencils render on A2 vellum paper
2 . THE ECSTATIC APPARATUS - Syntactical Processing and Revelation
Encasing a State of Qua : Casual and Perfunctory.
Looking backwards at time, while instants confront disappearance.
1

2
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SILIA ABOU ARBID
Rami EL-HASWANI

1 . The Ecstatic APPARATUS - Syntactical Processing and Revelation
The Aneroid Barometer - Encasing a State of Qua : Weighted. The Substance of Clouds.
The sky is matter .. seasonful, temporary.
Yara ZAKKA

1

2 . The Ecstatic APPARATUS - Syntactical Processing and Revelation
The Tenor Saxophone, Prototype U3sOpy6 | 725 Germany 1960 - Encasing a State of Qua : Apotheosis.
As if the psyche is in subliminal hypnosis, one senses that one’s spirit levitates to the authority of sound .. sonorous euphony.
3

2

Sabine DINA

3 . The Ecstatic APPARATUS - Syntactical Processing and Revelation
The Pinwheel Calculator, Brunsviga B10 Germany 1953 - Encasing a State of Qua : Mesmerizing Gleam.
It is when we lose contact with the world that reality becomes a phenomenon of measure - conveying numbers rather than
particularities.
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SILIA ABOU ARBID
THE BALISTA BRAILLE WRITER, HANDMADE PROTOTYPE GERMANY 1940
JULIA ARIDI

1 . PRECISION DRAFTING - From Light to Euclidean Geometry
THE CONSTRUCT or The graphic trace of light : Translating the light diagrams of a photograph to accurate recordings in Euclidean geometry.
Graphite on A1 vellum paper

1

2 . THE ECSTATIC APPARATUS - Syntactical Processing and Revelation
Encasing a State of Qua : Inclusion.
Within the depth of time, devoid of light, in essential disappearance ... yet near and touchable.

2
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SILIA ABOU ARBID
SAMER AOUAD

1 . PRECISION DRAFTING - From Light to Euclidean Geometry
The CONSTRUCT or The graphic trace of light : Translating the light diagrams of a photograph to accurate recordings in Euclidean geometry.
The Phoropter, Handmade in One Hundred Examples by a French Craftsman circa 1950 - Turning Ether Into Matter
Graphite on A1 vellum paper
2 . THE ECSTATIC APPARATUS - Syntactical Processing and Revelation
The Phoropter, Handmade in One Hundred Examples by a French Craftsman circa 1950 - Encasing a State of Qua : Counter-Act.
Seeing. It is an atmospheric phenomenon of transitive rays of light that deposit on the retina to materialize an exposure of time.
And this image demonstrates a certain truth. Therefore, we perceive, we actually never see.

1

2
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NILUFAR AFNAN
Design Studio II explores 3D modeling with different approaches to materials.
Projects encourage and initiate critical thinking and reflection between the chosen medium
and the narrative depicted. From illustration and collages to an emphasis on combining
found objects and movement, the students investigate the properties of materials in
relation to their content with the juxtaposition of two terms.

Nader Merhi

Pop Up Project
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NILUFAR AFNAN
2

Diala Mahmoud

1 . Pop Up Project
2 . Pop Up Project in process
Natasha Bakeragha

3 . Pop Up Project

1

3
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NILUFAR AFNAN
Diala Mahmoud

1 . Found Object combines
4 . Series drawings

2
5

Nader Merhi

2 . Series drawings
Arwa Jadelaoun

3 . Series drawings
Farah Abouljoud

5 . Final Body Extension

3

1

4
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NILUFAR AFNAN
NOUR EL SABEH

2

1 . FOUND OBJECT SERIES
NATASHA BAKERAGHA

2 . FOUND OBJECT COMBINES
DIALA DABBOUS

3 . FOUND OBJECT COMBINES

1

3

2
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CHAHID AKOURY
This studio starts with exploring a chosen site beyond the built environment and the
physical materiality of activity and movement. The emphasis is placed on a perception
derived from a discerning relation that almost dominates the viewer’s reading and
experience. Students map the interrelations and expression of such a relation,
and investigate its governance of the space as it unfolds. Through an analytical and
creative approach, a parallel is drawn from studying narrative-infused mechanisms
and the interrelation of their parts in activating such narratives (through a process of
association and analysis). This encourages the students to interpret any visual formal
analysis conveyed in their drawing as a series of mechanical actions present in a threedimensional expression.
Finally, the students formulate what they have effectively investigated by conceiving
of a device that activates as it measures the governing relation they have experienced/
perceived in the space of their chosen site. Having worked with material and form,
their final outcome should provide a synthesis of their analytical, interpretive, and
investigative approaches on the one hand, and the amalgamation of the design process
on the other.

YARA NAKAD

STRUCTURAL AND FORMAL INVESTIGATION
Instrument detects subtle architectonic changes occurring in the network of particles and structures, and displays them.
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CHAHID AKOURY
Yara Nakad

1 . Structural and formal investigation - Prototype
Roya Edde

2 . mapping - Confinement and Escape

1

3

odel
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CHAHID AKOURY
Maria Tarchichi

Structural and formal investigation - Final Model

final model
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1 . SARAH SALEH

1

SPRING 2015

2 . HABIBA ABBAS & CARINE SAFAH

HANI ASFOUR
In this six-week exercise called Metoo, students create a large extension to their body that appears as
a natural appendage with smooth transitions. Using clear hose and cable ties, the students express
the volume as a wireframe to help them grasp the underlying structures of three-dimensional forms.
The learning outcomes include a better understanding of form, including scale, rhythm, branching,
and transitions as well as the craft of making, such as clean detailing, consistency, and joinery. At the
end of the project, students parade their body-doubles around campus.

2
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HANI ASFOUR
3

1 . Georges Hanna
2 . Sara Dabage

1

3 . Rayane Mansour
4 . Rachelle Agha

4

2
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Rached Bohsali
- From Chaos to Order and Structure.
- From Abstract to Figurative.
- From 2D … to Relief … to 3D.
- From Flat … to Multiviews… to Mass. (Analytic geometry and mass planning views).
- From Heavy … to Light.
- From Elaborate (organic) to Minimal (symbolic).
Stage 1: Assemblage

Stage 4: The virtual city/town

“One man’s garbage is another man’s treasure … One man’s junk is another man’s art!”
From a 2D collage to a Relief Assemblage on a wooden board (700x700x6mm) made from pictures and prints of
garbage piles, junk yards, dumps, destruction, chaos etc. … anything that might attract your attention provided it
elicits a controversial feeling.
From the wild mess of the collage to a homogeneous one, and with the addition of small found objects, metal wires,
paint, and hardware objects such as: bolts, screws, metal bars or cables, wooden sticks etc. The structure should
balance, separate, and direct the layout (recycle?), SIMULATING A TEXTURE AND ENHANCING THE GENERAL
COMPOSITION FROM A 2D FLAT COLLAGE TO A FRAMED LOW RELIEF MIXED MEDIA ASSEMBLAGE (and not a 3D
object).

“Flight and scene/seen from above”
On another print of this drawing (also to a 1/1 scale) protrude the geometric shapes enhancing the
positive volumes (with foam/ cork sheets / soft wood). The reliefs will be defined with an orthogonal
and oblique plane.
The simulation of lightness and flight will happen when seeing the forms from above.

Stage 2: The town mapping
“Recycling and synthesizing from heterogeneous to homogeneous, from concrete to imaginary”
A picture of the assemblage processed digitally (Photoshop) in order to minimize the details will reduce it to create
shades and tones of geometric shapes.
Outlined and enlarged to the same 70x70cm, the contour will become reminiscent of an aerial picture (taken from
the sky). Rendered freely in pencil on watercolor cardboard sheets, the outcome should represent reliefs that are
imagined and NOT dictated by the different shades of the processed composition.
Stage 3: The building blocks units
“Crawler’s eye view”
A print of this drawing (to a 1/1 scale) will be divided by several 12x12cm squares that would “dress” on their six
sides, the four cubes of rigid yet soft material like Styrofoam.
Carve the cubes according to the designed drawing and relate the adjoining sides, thereby enhancing the negative
spaces of the masses … (Analytic geometry/ cubes explosion).
Cover the foam with material that simulates weight like cement/ gypsum/ plaster.
Presentation will show both sides of gravity when represented as a heavy totem/ building when photographed
from below.

Stage 5: The Apparatus
“The Whatchamacallit”
In the same spirit of all that was done throughout the semester, analyze, synthesize, add, and
subtract to get to a feasible device/mass reminiscent of the whole package.
The structure is a device within a 70x70cm frame that should function with a mechanical and/or
electro-mechanical movement, reminiscent of a combination of all the above-mentioned stages.
Stage 6: The movie
The two-minute movie should show what cannot be shown in your 2D/3D visuals (work).
It is an extra dimension in presenting the ideas/concept the student has.
It can be a “collage” of movie excerpts, pictures … with a script/narrative read by the student, posted
or typewritten like a silent movie with music and effects.
It can be symbolic and abstract, or quite directly concrete and explicit.
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Rached Bohsali
ASSEMBLAGE
1 . RIM ATTOUI
2 . FRANCESCA DOUMET
3 . SARAH KHALAF
4 . RAWAN DEEB

4

1

2

3
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Rached Bohsali
MIA CHAPTINI

1 . ASSEMBLAGE

city mapping
2 . SARA IBRAHIM
3 . rim attoui

CEMENT BLOCKS
1

4

4 . DANIELLE MASRI

5

5 . RAWAN DEEB
6 . RAWAA EKHWAN
7 . RIM ATTOUI
7

3

2

6
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Rached Bohsali
MONA ISMAIL

1 . CITY MAPPING

1

virtual city
2 . rawan deeb
3 . class group project1
4 . rim attoui

2

3

4
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Rached Bohsali
apparatus
1 . khaled ghandour
2 . danielle masri
3 . sara khalaf
4 . mona ismail
4

1

3

2
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LEE FREDERIX
This design studio focuses on process; to that end, the students experiment with a variety of approaches,
guiding them toward developing a clear methodological framework involving analytical and conceptual
thinking. The varied approaches should help the student to balance conceptual and practical approaches,
to transition fluidly between 2D and 3D thinking and production, and to experiment with a range of media
and techniques.
From a single starting point, a sequence of exercises results in a series of interconnected variations. In
the introductory sessions, each student is assigned a single everyday object that includes some sort of
mechanism (e.g. umbrella, bicycle, drafting lamp), which forms the basis for all of the student’s explorations
and work during the three phases of the semester.
Phase I: Analysis
The first stage aims at building a thorough understanding of the object through various analytical
processes. The formal analysis entails an investigation of the physical properties of the object including
material, scale, shape, color, and structure. The functional analysis investigates the object’s practical
usage, including an understanding of the mechanisms, practical uses, and any relationship to the human
body. The conceptual analysis should look at less obvious aspects of the object, such as symbolic meaning,
historical context, and social significance. Certainly all of the above characteristics cannot be seen as
independent from each other, and the student should begin to understand the relationship between, for
example, functional requirements and the materials chosen in the design process.
Phase II: Interpretation
The second stage requires the student to approach the object from alternative perspectives and reconsider
its design with respect to external factors. Recontextualization investigates alternate usages of the
object and allows for an evaluation of the appropriateness of certain design decisions. Reconstruction of
the object from completely different materials helps to clarify the relation between the aforementioned
formal, functional, and conceptual aspects. Reconfiguration of the individual elements into new forms
questions the compatibility of the original design with other potential manifestations of its function. At
this point, the student should have a rather complete understanding of a diverse range of aspects and
implications of the original object, which can then be reapplied in the final stages.
Phase III: Experimentation
This final series of exercises encourages new iterations of the design derived from the insights freshly
gained from the previous phases. The modular system requires the isolation of a single mechanism from
the object and its recreation into repetitive modules, which can then be reconfigured according to various
criteria. The cybernetic enhancement draws on the mechanism’s relationship to the human body, human
proportion, and ergonomics, resulting in a “cybernetic enhancement” of the student’s own body. The
“final” design project should be the result of a cohesive and structured design process that should both
respond to a defined need and reflect the student’s individual progression over the course of the semester.

Raneem Fares

Modular System
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LEE FREDERIX
MODULAR SYSTEM
1 . ALAA CHAAR
2 . MICHELLE EL AZZI
3 . RADWAN BUSHNAK

1

3

2
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LEE FREDERIX
4

MODULAR SYSTEM
1 . ABDEL RAHMAN EL ZEIN
2 . JENNA CHAMI

1

3 . AMRO GHANDOUR
4 . ASMAA AL HAJJAR
5 . AHMAD JAROUSH

3

5

2
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LEE FREDERIX

3

Reconstruction
Jenna Chami

1 . Coffee Grinder
2

Maher al Hayek

2 . Dyno Torch
Tracy Audi

3 . Lever Corkscrew

1
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LEE FREDERIX
Reconstruction

3

Ahmad Jaroush

1 . Pepper Mill
Bruno Antoun

2 . Compass
Dimitri Khairallah

2

3 . Drum Pedal
Hadi Mroue

4 . Flour Sifter

4
1
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LEE FREDERIX
CYBERNETIC ENHANCEMENT
1 . FRANCESCA RAMI
2 . GWENN ABILLAMA & JOSEPH EL HADDAD
2

3 . RADWAN BUSHNAK

3

1
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CHRISTINE KETTANEH
Echo a letter
The Wonderful O (1957) is a James Thurber classic of two pirates who take over an
island and purge it of O. The life without O imposes harsh limits “when coat is cat”,
“boat is bat”, “woe is we” and “hero is her”; when cows cannot run around alone but are
okay if in a herd; and when hens must be kept segregated to prevent them forming a
flock. Imagine rewriting another version of The Wonderful O, one that is about another
wonderful letter. Can you think of wordplays or puns that would apply in that case? Can
you translate that wordplay visually?
Letters are images of language. They are little shapes that were created in 2000 BC to
show tiny sounds of speech. Due to their adaptability, they have jumped from language
to language down through history. They contain within themselves thousands of years
of culture. Imagine if the pirates had confiscated the letter as a form. What would be
left? Can you look beyond the letterform and extract a new understanding, one that
holds visual and conceptual connections between the letter, its meanings, and its
surrounding space?
The project will explore a world that has lost a wonderful letter. Through inventing pun,
studying the figure/ground phenomenon of the letter, and adopting a mechanism that
relates the different pieces in an animation and a 3D assemblage, the project can be
thought of as an attempt at reverberating the echo of the lost letter.

Dalia Hilal

The human body Was Almost Cut In Half To Avoid Pluralizing With S, Pencil
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CHRISTINE KETTANEH
ANNABELLE CHEBAT

1 . THE HEART BLEEDS E’S, Pen And Ink
3 . ECHOES OF E: Silence, Ecstasy, Articulate, Mixed Media
AYA DUMMAR

2 . PEOPLE LOST CONTACT, Pencil
4 . LOSS OF C: PEOPLE LOST CONTACT, Wood & Plexi

2

1

3

4
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CHRISTINE KETTANEH
RITA SALAMOUNI

1 . ECHOES OF Y: Baby Feet, Heavens, Victor Hugo’s Tree, Felt Pen
2 . LOSS OF Y: Year Became Ear, Wood & Plexi
DALIA HILAL

3 . ECHOES OF S: Reptile, Mistake, Sin, Mixed Media
4 . ECHOES OF S: The Human Body Was Almost Cut In Half To Avoid Pluralizing With S, Wood & Plexi
1
3

4

2
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ROULA KHOURY
“We declare that in human flesh wings lie dormant. The day when it will be possible for man to externalize
his will so that, like a huge invisible arm, it can extend beyond him, then his Dream and Desire, which today
are merely idle words, will rule supreme over conquered Space and Time. This nonhuman, mechanical
species, built for constant speed, will quite naturally be cruel, omniscient, and warlike … Even now we can
predict the development of the external protrusion of the sternum, resembling a prow, which will have great
significance, given that man, in the future, will become an increasingly better aviator.”
							
Filippo T. Marinetti. 1909

The human body remained central to design studies and art works throughout history. In modern
and contemporary art, the representation of the physical aspect of the body has been replaced by a
phenomenological experience of this body, thus expressing its ability to travel both in space and time.
Based on their interpretation of F.T. Marinetti’s Manifesto in 1909, the students explored their Body Transformed into the Humano-Mechanical New Man emphasizing speed, power and movement. The students
then depicted the Body En-trapped into the machine that has empowered it. They developed a concept for a
trap that interrupted their body from evolving. Whether depicted as a superhero (Body Trans-formed) or as a
slave (Body En-trapped), The New Man has overwhelmed the more Humane, Natural and Free Man. As part
of their final presentation, the students designed an apparatus for their Body Re-Invented to set it free from
the Machine.
BODY TRANS-FORMED:
- Depiction of Body in Motion through still images				
- Photomontage of Body Trans-formed (A3 Landscape format)					
- Abstractions of Body Trans-formed (Black & White Drawings)		
- Model Based on a consolidated drawing of all or selected abstractions
Material: Hard Wood and Thread. Optional: Fabric
BODY EN-TRAPPED:
- Tracing of Photomontage with technical tools (Ink & Pencil Drawing)
- Derived Construct Drawing from the Tracing (Black & White Line Drawing)
- Drawing of a Trap using machine-like graphics (Black & White Drawing)
Optional: One additional color
- Study models of the trap using a poured material (Wax, Resin, etc.)
BODY RE-INVENTED:
Based on the previous experimentations and acquired techniques, design an apparatus/vessel to set your
body free again. Your model should be interactive showing both the movement and entrapment of your body.
Technical drawings should accompany your model as a documentation of the making and a final representation
of the outcome.

JOYA EID

1 . THE PILLOW TRANS-FORMED
GRAVITY AND TENSION: Installation with black woolen thread and 50x70cm
pillow pinned on a flat 100x70cm wooden board
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ROULA KHOURY
MOUSTAFA KIRDLY
2

3

1 . THE PILLOW TRANS-FORMED
GRAVITY AND TENSION: Installation with black woolen thread and
50x70cm pillow hung from the ceiling with one anchor point
2 . WAX DRAWINGS
WAX TEXTURE: Drawings with China Ink
TALA HABR

3 . THE BODY TRANS-FORMED
WAX FORM AND TEXTURE: Liquid Wax

1
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ROULA KHOURY
MOUSTAFA KIRDLY

1 . THE BODY RE-INVENTED
GRAVITY AND MOVEMENT: Repetitive movement of wooden
sticks triggered with a continuous rotational movement
1

JOYA EID

2 . THE BODY TRANS-FORMED
TENSION AND GRAVITY: Wooden Plates Pulled in Tension
with a Tension Cable
AMEEN WEHBE

3 . THE BODY TRANS-FORMED
TENSION AND GRAVITY: Wooden Ribs Pulled in Tension with
a Woolen Thread

3

2
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Maria Matloub
Screen-less World
This project is divided into several phases that require specific visual aesthetic studies aiming at developing
meaning into form and action.
People walk out into busy roads or zebra crossings without looking because they are texting, chatting on
their mobiles, or half-engaged in conversations with friends while reading Facebook walls and Instagram
comments, proving that smart devices and digital technology have become ubiquitous in the everyday life
environment, strongly affecting social behaviors.
After conducting an extensive research collecting information and observations and mapping behaviors in
specific chosen contexts, students analyzed and extracted perceptions and emotions generated throughout
the use of those devices.
Each student will elaborate a story derived from the emotional and visual studies carried on the various
components of the chosen context to create an apparatus.

Jad Abdel Khalek

Playing cards in a coffee shop - being interrupted several times: Repetition
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Maria Matloub
2

Jana Shaaban

1 . Kids playing outside with ice and their phones - car accident: Attraction and Distraction
Lydia Safieddin

2 . 3. Phone while showering - extension of the body - focus is on the phone: unexpected

3

1
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Maria Matloub
Nataly Joubeily

1 . 2 . Restaurant - waiter and manager: power and control v/s obedience and submission
Lea Mourad

3 . 4 . 5 . Electricity went off - phone flashlight - a couple kissing: the more you see the less you want to see

5

1

2

3

4
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SUZAN Molesky
The term was themed around a common thread, the human condition1. Three projects studied what it is to
be human from the perspectives of the cultural2, individual and imaginative realms.
With project 1, “Finding Identity in Material Culture”, discarded objects—trash on our streets—were
the basis for the study of developed concepts of material culture. Three sets of graphic cards explored the
objects in 1) a descriptive, substantial analysis, 2) deductive sensory and intellectual responses, and 3)
cultural extension, manufacture processes, or imaginative speculations. Interpretive content was explored
with a poster and bricolage.
In project 2, “Body Memory and Extension”, the scale changed to the body with the premise design
is embedded in the body. Systems of measure, scale, proportion, movement of joints, and traces were
researched and studied. Gestural drawings, purely iconographic—meaning a motion in space is recorded
on a flat surface—were transformed into a series of three-dimensional model explorations of a moveable
drawbridge.
Project 3, “Six Characters in Search of an Author”, moved the students from the corporeal body to
the imaginative realm through the re-interpretation of the play by Luigi Pirandello. Posture, expression, skin,
mask, structure and joints, along with learned knowledge from project 2, were folded into the characters,
which had an immediacy, presence, and sense of movement. The stage is as much a part of the play as the
characters. Inscribed movements of the characters (iconographic) were recorded onto the surface.

1

Hanna Arendt, The Human Condition, 2nd edition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998)

2

Jules David Prown, Art as Evidence: Writings on Art and Material Culture (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002)

Hala Itani

Body Memory and Extension
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SUZAN Molesky
Body Memory and Extension
1 . Carolina Safieddine
2 . Laila Omairat

Finding Identity in Material Culture
3 . Ibrahim Sultani
4 . Firas Ammar

3

1

2

4
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SUZAN Molesky
Hussein Alawieh

1 . Finding Identity in Material Culture

Body Memory and Extension
2 . Ramona Khalife
3 . Jad Owayda

“Six Characters in Search of an Author”
based on the play by Luigi Pirandello
4 . Carolina Safieddine
5 . Christian Sabbak

4
2
3

5

1
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SUZAN Molesky
“Six Characters in Search of an Author” based on the play by Luigi Pirandello
1 . Christian Sabbak
2 . Firas Ammar
3 . Carolina Safieddine
4 . Ramona Khalife
2

1
4

3
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SUZAN Molesky
“Six Characters in Search of an Author” based on the play by Luigi Pirandello
1 . 2 . Rola Zeidan
3 . 4 . Firas Ammar

4

1

2

3
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ARWA SEIFEDDINE
This studio course is an initiation into the world of formal and conceptual investigations.
The theme was about cracks and fragmentation.
Starting from a snapshot of a cracked surface and after the development of a series of readings
and picture transformations, the project evolved toward exercises bridging between two and
three dimensions, and leading to the design of interlocking structures that could be dismantled
and rearranged to present a variety of configurations. The process culminated in an exploded
view, combining contrasted aspects, fragmentation, and the effect of weightlessness.

KARINE AYOUB

IMAGE TRANSFORMATION
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ARWA SEIFEDDINE
LAMA ISKANDARANI

1 . FRAGMENTATION
RANA BADRAN

2 . FRAGMENTATION
ALAA ITANI

3 . CONTRASTS

1

2

3
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ARWA SEIFEDDINE
AYA HOUT

1 . 2 . INTERLOCKING STRUCTURES
3 . FRAGMENTED STRUCTURE

2

3

1
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ARWA SEIFEDDINE
LAMA ISKANDARANI

1 . CONTRASTS
NOUR MEHIO

2 . RELIEF
KARINE AYOUB

3 . RELIEF
LARA AYOUB

3 . RELIEF

4

1

2

3
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HANIBAL SROUJI
During the semester, the students worked on the formal analysis
of a work of art, mainly painting.
Based on the findings through this process, the results were
reinvested and used as schemas, or rather blueprints, for different
design projects.
This methodology aimed at understanding the fundamentals
of composition in art as common ground bridging the different
design disciplines.

Mayssa Badreddine

Structure and Skin
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HANIBAL SROUJI
Mayssa Badreddine Design

1 . Drawings projection of Structure
2 . Drawings projection of protrusion
3 . Protrusion from shapes

1

3

2
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